Movements & actions (Gr6 and higher)

**MOVEMENTS ACROSS SPACE**
- thrust
- transfer
- emerged
- expansion

**JOINING & SEPARATING**
- Joining:
  - link
  - accompanied
  - acquired
  - seized
  - involved
  - established
- Separating:
  - confined
  - reserved
  - distribution
  - eliminate

**SOCIAL ACTIONS & SITUATIONS**
- Helpful:
  - promote
  - cure
  - triumph
  - preserve
  - maintain
  - committed
  - granted
- Unhelpful:
  - interfere
  - conquered
  - conflict
  - tension

**EVENTS**
- occur
- tend
- expedition
- evolution
- trend
- incident
- revolution
- mission
- resistance
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Movements & actions (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

- conquers
- conquered
- conquering

- conqueror
- conquistador
- conquest

- military conquest
- divide and conquer
- conquering hero

- unconquered
- reconquer
- reconquers
- reconquered
- reconquering
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Movements & actions (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

- intensive care
- intense pressure
- tension bar
- tension headache
- tensile strength

- tense
- tensed
- tensing

- tension
- tensile
- tensely

- hypertension
- hypotension
- intensity
- intensification
- intensifier
- intense
- intensively
- intensively
- intensify
- intensifies
- intensified
- intensifying
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Movements & actions (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

digital revolution
technological revolution
slave revolt
revolutionary movement

revolt's
revolts
revolted
revolting

revolution
revolutionist
revolutionary
revolutionize
revolutionizes
revolutionized
revolutionizing
revoltingly

counterrevolution
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Movements & actions (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

resists
resisted
resisting

irresistible
irresistibly

insulin resistance
nonviolent resistance
resisting arrest
resistance band
resistance training
water-resistant

resistance
resistor
resistant
resistible
resistless
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**Movements & actions (Gr6 and higher)**

### Multiple-meaning-word map

- **thrust (n)**: The force needed to push something into motion.

- **thrust (v)**: To push yourself or something else strongly forward.

- **Crying softly, he thrust out an arm and drew the dog's head down against his own.**
  
  *(Two were left)*

- **He indicated the third person by a downward thrust of the thumb to the box on which they sat.**
  
  *(White Fang)*

- **Nicole was blowing her nose when the doorbell rang. "One second," she shouted. When she opened it, Elizabeth thrust a Thermos in her face.**
  
  *(Chicken soup for Nicole)*

- **When the thrust of the rushing gases is greater than the weight of the rocket, the rocket lifts off.**
  
  *(Equal masses)*

- **This put new heart in them, so that they raised the war shout and thrust forward again where he led.**
  
  *(Black ships)*

---
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The explosive **trend** in American medical costs seems to have occurred here in an especially intense form. (*The cost conundrum: Health care costs in McAllen, Texas*)

Social media was abuzz, with the restaurant's trashtag **trending** on Instagram within hours. (*The adventures of a curious cat*)

Twendz and Trenderr are two more real time Twitter engines that show which topics are **trending** with a lot of discussion about them. (*Social media success!*)

Unlike Twitter, Instagram is primarily used to share pictures with others and is very much responsible for the **trend** of taking pictures of your food. (*How do social networks affect life?*)

---

...the percent of young Americans who are overweight has more than doubled over the last 30 years. More exercise, including PE in schools could help slow this alarming **trend**. (*Exercise in schools*)

Marinho says the growing popularity of natural hair is about more than just a beauty **trend**. (*Brazilian hair*)

---
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